Biosensor analysis of the interaction between drug compounds and liposomes of different properties; a two-dimensional characterization tool for estimation of membrane absorption.
The interactions between 78 drug compounds and immobilised liposomes were investigated using an assay based on surface plasmon resonance technology. The drugs were screened at a single concentration and allowed to interact simultaneously with two different types of liposomes. When the drug-liposome responses are plotted against one another they generally fall into three distinct bands: low response-low percent fraction absorbed in humans (Fa), medium response-medium Fa, and high response-high Fa. For drugs with medium to high Fa values, basic compounds could be resolved from acidic and neutral compounds to a large extent. This technique has the potential to be utilized as a screening tool for binning novel compounds into low, medium, or high Fa based on a simple experimental measurement. The assay was applied to 11 kinase inhibitors, 9 thrombin inhibitors, and 11 carbonic anhydrase inhibitors highlighting a subset that may have incomplete intestinal absorption (low to medium Fa). Assay conditions were optimized making the assay suitable for routine analysis and for compound characterization early in drug discovery where solubility may be an issue.